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Chapter 1 : Logic of English - Spelling Rules
David Logan: " When the dictionary lists two alternate spellings of a word, " this wording suggests there are three
spellings one 'regular' and two 'alternates'? No, this suggests that there are 2 spellings of the word that alternate, like a
sign that spins with one spelling on one side, another spelling on the other.

The vowel says its name because of the E. Rule 13 Drop the silent final E when adding a vowel suffix only if
it is allowed by other spelling rules. Rule 14 Double the last consonant when adding a vowel suffix to words
ending in one vowel followed by one consonant only if the syllable before the suffix is accented. Rule 15
Single vowel Y changes to I when adding any ending, unless the ending begins with I. Rule 19 To make a
verb past tense, add the ending -ED unless it is an irregular verb. Rule 21 To make a noun plural, add the
ending -S, unless the word hisses or changes; then add -ES. Occasional nouns have no change or an irregular
spelling. Rule 22 To make a verb 3rd person singular, add the ending -S, unless the word hisses or changes;
then add -ES. Only four verbs are irregular. Rule 23 Al- is a prefix written with one L when preceding another
syllable. Rule 24 -Ful is a suffix written with one L when added to another syllable. Rule 25 DGE is used only
after a single vowel which says its short first sound. Rule 26 CK is used only after a single vowel which says
its short first sound. Rule 27 TCH is used only after a single vowel which does not say its name. Phonograms
ending in GH are used only at the end of a base word or before the letter T. Rule 30 We often double F, L, and
S after a single vowel at the end of a base word. Occasionally other letters also are doubled. Rule 31 Schwa
Rules Read about the importance of spelling rules and the benefits of systematic and complete phonics
instruction in our Research section. Did you know our curriculum is based, in part, on these spelling rules?
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Chapter 2 : Second Grade Spelling Words â€“ Free 2nd Grade weekly List, Worksheets
Spelling in English follows some basic rules and the majority of English words (around 75%) follow these rules. You can
learn the rules but there are always exceptions to the rules that need to be learned too.

Words With Two Spellings Have you ever wavered between two possible spellings of a word, only to discover
there are actually two valid versions? American English has a lot of oddities and almost as many variations.
Other times, the differences are regional or the origins of the variants are unknown. Dig up the origin of this
spellingâ€¦ Archaeology can also be spelled as archeology. While archaeology is the more traditional spelling,
according to the Society for American Archaeology, a change in printing processes by the U. The word amok
is a Malay word, sometimes spelled amuk, which indicates a furious attack or frenzied rampage. While amok
is the most common spelling in English, the variation amuck can also be seen. And, not to confuse things, but
there is also a South-East Asian curry known as amok. We moustache you a question. Is it moustache or
mustache? Moustache is the older spelling, derived from the French word and used commonly in British
English. While mustache is considered the American spelling, both versions are seen in similar quantities in
the U. Donut argue about how to spell doughnut. Donut is an informal version of the word doughnut, but has
found its way into common usage. What do you call the flute player? The word flutist came to English first,
originating from a French word. However, the word flautist, more similar to the Italian term, was introduced
in the 19th century. Feel free to use either word, or avoid the controversy and just say flute player. Do you
barbeque or do you barbecue? The debate over the ideal spelling of this word is almost as heated as the
discourse over the best way to make this beloved food. The most accepted form is barbecue, but given the
casual style of most BBQ joints, barbeque and even barb-b-q are legit! Do you have an advisor or an adviser?
Someone who advises or counsels you can be either one. Some people prefer advisor for its consistency with
the word advisory; while others like the word adviser because it keeps the e from advise. Whichever you
choose to use, just be careful who you trust for advice! Too short for you? Feel free to use hatchet.
Chapter 3 : Words With Two Spellings | YourDictionary Slideshow
Words With Two Spellings. Is it moustache or mustache? Moustache is the older spelling, derived from the French word
and used commonly in British English. While.

Chapter 4 : One word or two? | Oxford Dictionaries
Spelling Unit B On next week's list is short-i words! Digs, slip, if, trick, flip, kick, is, his, did, and wins. Second Grade
Spelling. This link will take you to the main index page for 2nd grade spelling.

Chapter 5 : Spelling | Oxford Dictionaries
verb spells, spelling, spelt or spelled to write or name in correct order the letters that comprise the conventionally
accepted form of (a word or part of a word) (tr) (of letters) to go to make up the conventionally established form of (a
word) when arranged correctly d-o-g spells dog.

Chapter 6 : homonym vs. homophone vs. homograph : Choose Your Words : calendrierdelascience.com
Here is a spelling activity that includes questions about your D-2 spelling words. This activity includes phonics questions,
unscramble the spelling words, complete the sentences, and more.

Chapter 7 : Check Spelling of a Word
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20 of the hardest words to have won the National Spelling Bee The National Spelling Bee's winning word in was
"Appoggiatura." Two members of the Shivashankar family won the Spelling.

Chapter 8 : A Spelling Bee Word List for Grades
2nd Grade Master Spelling List (36 weeks/6 pages) Download Master Spelling List (PDF) This master list includes 36
weeks of spelling lists, and covers sight words, academic words, and 2nd grade level appropriate patterns for words,
focusing on word families, prefixes/suffixes, and word roots/origins.

Chapter 9 : how to spell the number 20? | Yahoo Answers
With a pen, pencil, marker, & paper: Spelling Word Race: Create two teams, with a player from each team taking the
'pen' at a calendrierdelascience.comr (or parent) calls out a word from the list, and players race to write the word.
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